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Giant-Man becomes Goliath! The Wasp returns! The team battles the Enchantress, Power Man, the
Ringmaster, Kang, Doctor Doom, Attuma, the Collector, the Swordsman, and the Black Widow!
Collecting: Avengers #21-30
The subject of a secret government experiment, Steve Rogers is transformed from a patriotic but
physically weak specimen into a red-white-and-blue super-heroic powerhouse known as Captain
America! While the shadow of involvement in World War II casts a pall of fear over a frightened
United States, Captain America and his teenage sidekick, Bucky, fight for freedom at home and
abroad. The stories collected in this volume continue Captain America's classic WWII adventures,
featuring villains and scenarios which embodied the fears and anxieties of an America moving
toward entrance into the war. Whether confronting colorful super-villains like the Black Toad, the
White Death and his arch-nemesis the Red Skull, or matching wits with foreign agents and
saboteurs, Cap and Bucky swashbuckle their way through some of the most creative adventures of
the '30s comics world. In fact, these adventures were for years held up to incoming Marvel artists
and writers as examples of OHow to Do It Right. O These stories, along with those contained in
Volume I of this series, also compete the full run of Captain America Comics collaborated upon by
the characters' creators, Joe Simon and Jack Kirby. Painstakingly restored and recolored, these
classic stories would cost thousands of dollars to collect in their original form. Now, in this
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inexpensive format, this look back to both an historic era and the birth of a hero whose presence
continues to be felt today, is a true find for collectors or casual comics fans alike.
The original comic magazine that made Marvel the biggest name in comics continues its heralded
run in the Marvel Masterworks! Headlined by the Human Torch, and the anti-hero with a temper
just as fi ery, Prince Namor the Sub-Mariner, Marvel Mystery Comics presents a collection of super
heroes that defined the medium! In stories torn from the turbulent headlines of 1941 America, each
story crackles with the tension of a nation on the brink of war-and there's no doubt these heroes
were ready to fight! And showing up to prove it comes the debut of Jeffrey Mace, a.k.a. The
Patriot!
Collects Marvel Comics #1, Saga of the Original Human Torch #1, Marvels #0 and Marvel Comics
#1 70th Anniversary Edition. The book that kicked off the Marvel Universe back in 1939 presented in glorious hardcover, with an extensive array of special features! MARVEL COMICS #1
promised action, mystery and adventure - and it delivered! The original android Human Torch
blazed his way into readers' hearts, and Namor the Sub-Mariner made a big splash! Golden Age
pulp star Ka-Zar swung into comics, and costumed detective the Angel made his debut! Plus:
Western adventures with the Masked Raider - and terror in the jungle! And from this one issue,
published 80 years ago, grew the entire Marvel Universe! Now, MARVEL COMICS #1 is collected
along with retrospective stories, bonus artwork, insightful essays and more!
Combating everyone from World War II Axis armies to voodoo priestesses and atomic saboteurs,
the super heroes of the Golden Age engaged in adventures wilder than any other. And in the pages
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of ALL-WINNERS COMICS, the solo adventures of Captain America, the Sub-Mariner, the Human
Torch and their cohorts were worth every thin dime. Of course, Marvel's greatest Golden Age
heroes had already been together in one book, but there was one winning concept that hadn't been
explored - a team-up! Now, at last, the fantastic tales that brought together Captain America, Bucky,
the Human Torch, Toro, the Sub-Mariner, Miss America and the Whizzer as Marvel's first superhero team - the All-Winners Squad - are presented complete and painstakingly restored for the first
time! Joining forces, these seven heroes appeared in two amazing book-length adventures in which
they raced to solve the perplexing riddle of Isbisa, and journeyed across the globe and back in a
fierce fight with Madame Death and the Future Man! Also including the one-issue relaunch of ALLWINNERS featuring the beautiful Blonde Phantom, this volume proudly completes your collection making us winners one and all! Collecting ALL-WINNERS COMICS (1941) #15-19 and #21, and
ALL-WINNERS COMICS (1948) #1.
Includes a collection of tales about the All-Winners that were originally released in magazine form.
Golden Age All-Winners Marvel Masterworks Presents Golden Age Human Torch
80Th Anniversary Edition
Golden Age All-Winners
Marvel Masterwork Pin-Ups
Marvel Masterworks Presents Golden Age Marvel Comics
Golden Age Captain America Omnibus
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Golden Age Marvel Comics

Marvel presents more Golden Age goodness, reprinting the first four issues
of HUMAN TORCH, #2-5a, from 1940-41. (Yes, folks, odd numbering was not
solely the province of modern comic books; the Torch's solo book started
with issue #2 and had two #5s.) This hardcover collection remasters and
restores these early adventures, including the introduction and origin of
Toro, the Flaming Torch Kid. See the Torch and Toro fight side-by-side with
the Sub-Mariner, as he once again crashes into New York City! Also
featuring the adventures of Microman, Mantor the Magician, the Fiery Mask
and the Patriot.
In 1942 if you were a red-blooded American boy there was one adventure
that you'd love to have, and the Young Allies - comics' first team of kid
adventurers - would take you there, just as they took it straight to the Axis
powers! Bucky, Toro, and their gang both protect America on the home
front and take it right to the front lines in giant 40-plus-page adventures
that burst off the page with action and excitement. Travelling around the
country and around the globe, the Young Allies fight menaces like Hitler's
Hollywood infiltrator the Owl, the South American Ambassador of Terror,
the North African Nazi Wehrmact, and the fiendish Whip. backed up by the
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time travelling Tommy Tyme, and humorous Norman the Doorman, the
Golden Age classics in this volume are collected here for the first in 70
years, so why wait a moment longer? Reserve your copy today, True
Believer! COLLECTING: Young Allies 5-8
Relive the earliest adventures of Captain America, Sentinel of Liberty!
Return to the Golden Age of comics as Cap and Bucky come face to face
withthe Red Skull, the Ringmaster of Death, and more! Captain America
Comics (1939) #1-4.
In September 1939 a new voice hit the newsstands and changed the comic
book world forever: Marvel Comics #1 had arrived! And this 64-page pulp
package wasn't your typical assortment of super-powered, straight-laced,
do-gooders--this was something completely new. The amazing android
creation of Dr. Phineas Horton, the Human Torch, was neither man nor
hero--he was a fiery force of nature that shocked and unsettled mankind.
Prince Namor, the Sub-Mariner,the half-human/half-Atlantean, ventured
from his undersea kingdom into the world of man--not with a mind set on
peace, but towards vengeance! These two characters would form the
foundation for the style of conflicted hero that defines Marvel to this day.
Beautifully restored with an amazing host of bonus material, there's no
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doubt this volume is an absolute must for every comic reader's library.
COLLECTING: MARVEL COMICS 1, MARVEL MYSTERY COMICS 2-4
Steve Rogers might have been the prototypical 98-pound weakling, but that
wasn't going to stop him from serving his country. Transformed by the
Super-Soldier Serum into America's #1 fighting man, he became a symbol
of patriotism, hope and perseverance on the eve of the nation's entrance
into World War II. Now at long last, you can experience the original Golden
Age adventures of the Sentinel of Liberty from his 1941 inaugural
appearance in one deluxe, oversized and remastered package! You'll meet
Bucky Barnes and the Red Skull for the first ti me, behold Simon & Kirby's
trend-setting brand of storytelling - and even read Stan Lee's very first
comic book tale! So salute, soldier...Captain America has arrived!
COLLECTING: CAPTAIN AMERICA COMICS 1-12
You've been conscripted into the Golden Age in all its glory with AllWinners Comics. Captain America stops a plot against General Douglas
MacArthur! The Human Torch foils a plan to freeze the English Channel!
The Destroyer fi ghts the forces of the Devil himself! Plus the Sub-Mariner,
the Whizzer, and more! With such warti me villains as the Stone-Man
Slayer, Doctor Togu the Vampire, the Mock Mikado and Doctor Crime.
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COLLECTING: ALL-WINNERS COMICS (1941) 5-8
Incredible Hulk Masterworks Vol. 1
Golden Age Young Allies Golden Age Marvel Comics - Volume 4
Golden Age Mystic Comics X-Men: the Art and Making of the Animated Series
Captain America
Golden Age Sub-Mariner - Volume 2
Luke Cage, Hero for Hire Vol. 1
Luke Cage burst onto the comics scene in 1972 as the "Hero for Hire." Equal parts
Marvel Method and Blaxploitation boldness, he was a new kind of hero for a new
era. Now, the Marvel Masterworks proudly presents the complete Luke Cage, Hero
for Hire - the historic first title to headline an African-American super hero - in one
hardcover volume! Cage's adventures depicted New York City's 1970s grit and the
plight of its people unlike any other, all while incorporating larger-than-life villains
including Black Mariah and Dr. Doom. COLLECTING: Luke Cage, Hero for Hire
(1972) 1-16
Steve Rogers might have been the prototypical 98-pound weakling, but that wasn't
going to stop him from serving his country. Transformed by the Super Solider
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Serum into America's No. 1 fighting man, he became a symbol of patriotism, hope
and perseverance on the eve of the nation's entrance into World War II. Never
before and never since has comics seen a hero as timely as Captain America!
Now, at long last, you can experience the original Golden Age adventures of the
Sentinel of Liberty from his 1941 inaugural appearance. You'll meet Bucky Barnes
and the Red Skull, behold Simon and Kirby's trend-setting brand of storytelling, and
even read Stan Lee's first comic-book tale! Collecting CAPTAIN AMERICA
COMICS (1941) #1-4.
A mighty history: Building the House of Ideas From the very first issue of pulp
impresario Martin Goodman's Marvel Comics in 1939, the comic book creators of
Marvel's Golden Age flipped the traditional fantasy script by placing the inhuman
and the invincible into the real world. With the likes of the fiery android Human
Torch, vengeful sea prince Sub-Mariner, and pip-squeak-turned-paragon Captain
America, Marvel created a mythological universe grounded in a world that readers
recognize as close to their own, brimming with humor and heartache. In the early
1960s, this audacious approach launched the creation of heroes who have since
become household names—Spider-Man, The Incredible Hulk, the Fantastic Four,
Iron Man, the Avengers, Thor, the X-Men—the list goes on. Fans still celebrate it as
the Marvel Age of comics, an era populated by a pantheon of bickering heroes,
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misunderstood monsters, and noble villains. In celebration of Marvel's 75th
anniversary, TASCHEN presents a magnum opus of the most influential comic
book publisher today, with an inside look not only at its celebrated characters, but
also at the "bullpen" of architects whose names are almost as familiar as the
protagonists they brought to life—Stan “the Man” Lee, Jack “King” Kirby, along
with a roster of greats like Steve Ditko, John Romita, John Buscema, Marie
Severin, and countless others. With essays by comics historian and former Marvel
editor-in-chief Roy Thomas, this book delves into the heart of thousands of
costumed characters who continue to fight the good fight in comics, movies, and
toy aisles of the world. The XL-format book includes: • More than 700 pages of near
2,000 images including vintage comic books, one-of-a-kind original art, behind-thescenes photographs and film stills, as well as rare toys and collectibles • A four-foot
accordion-fold timeline, suitable for framing! • Biographies of more than 300 artists,
writers, editors, and famous fans who helped shape Marvel's history © MARVEL
In 1939, Marvel Comics (soon rechristened Marvel Mystery Comics) launched a
storytelling revolution that lasted eight decades and ultimately birthed the modern
Marvel Universe! The title's first year was a mix of pulp adventure seeded with the
first sparks of the colourful heroes to come but in its second year, Marvel Mystery
followed the path of the fiery Human Torch and the aquatic Sub-Mariner with super
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heroes galore! Those twin trailblazers were soon joined by Joe Simon and Jack
Kirby's Vision, the all-American Patriot and the joyously wild robot Electro. Backed
up by boy sleuth Terry Vance, the pre-comics jungle king Ka-Zar and the noir
adventurer the Angel, each issue delivered 64 pages of nonstop 1940s action!
Now, relive the glories of the Golden Age in this painstakingly restored, oversized
omnibus edition! Collecting: Marvel Mystery Comics (1939) 13-24
From out of the Golden Age of Comics, the Marvel Masterworks present the debut
of All-Winners Comics! Bringing together all Timely's biggest hits under one roof Captain America and Bucky, Prince Namor the Sub-Mariner, and the Human Torch
and Toro are joined by the Whizzer, the Destroyer, the Angel and the Black Marvel
in giant, 64-page issues! Each hero does battle against menaces in adventures that
will thrill you like none other! COLLECTING: All -Winners Comics (1941) 1-4
Witness the birth of the green goliath himself - The Incredible Hulk ! Caught in the
heart of a nuclear explosion, victim of gamma radiation gone wild, Dr. Robert Bruce
Banner now finds himself transformed during times of stress into the dark
personification of his repressed rage and fury: The Incredible Hulk! Collects
Incredible Hulk (1962) #1-6.
Collecting Marvel Mystery Comics Nos. 9-12. Volume 3
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Marvel Comics 1
Golden Age All Winners X-Men By Jonathan Hickman Vol. 1
The Classic Years
From the Golden Age to the Silver Screen
Captain America Golden Age Masterworks Vol.1
It's no mystery why Marvel Comics took the four-color hero
world by storm - it featured some of the greatest
characters and creators of comics' Golden Age! And today
you can experience the stories that founded Marvel as the
Golden Age Marvel Masterworks march on. In our second
volume the Human Torch joins the police force, the SubMariner is put on trial - and gets the electric chair! while the Angel takes on the mob, Ka-Zar defends his jungle
kingdom, and Electro and Professor Zog continue their wild
adventures.
In 1961, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby lit the fuse to the
greatest revolution in comic book history - the Marvel Age
of Comics - and now you can experience it from page one!
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With the space race on, Reed Richards, Ben Grimm, Sue Storm
and Johnny Storm aimed for the stars - but after their
craft was bombarded by cosmic rays, they gained the
startling powers of the Fantastic Four! The FF weren't just
any super heroes, though. COLLECTING: Fantastic Four 1-10
"This volume collects material from issues of Crime
SuspenStories, Frontline Combat, Haunt of Fear, Impact,
Shock SuspenStories, Tales from the Crypt, Two-Fisted
Tales, Vault of Horror, Weird Fantasy, Weird Science, and
Weird Science-Fantasy"-Collects X-Men (2019) #1-6. The X-Men face a whole new
world of possibility! Mastermind Jonathan Hickman and
superstar artist Leinil Francis Yu kick off this uncanny
new era with a celebration of family as Cyclops, Marvel
Girl and their extended clan make a Summer House for
themselves — on the moon! But when an island full of
unspeakable horrors appears on the horizon, the X-Men have
their work cut out for them keeping their new homeland of
Krakoa safe! As Earth comes to terms with the X-Men’s new
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world order, the mutant nation’s leaders attend an economic
forum to show the humans what real power looks like. Plus:
A trip to the Savage Land, an old nemesis returns and
Mystique goes to extraordinary lengths to get what she
wants!
The comic book that started it all-Marvel Mystery Comicscontinues its historic run in the Marvel Masterworks.
Featuring the headlining heroes that made Marvel an
overnight success-the Human Torch and the Sub-Mariner-by
Carl Burgos and Bill Everett, each issue offers a jampacked 64 pages of thrills and adventure. And those two
heroes are just the tip of the iceberg 'cause this is the
Golden Age! You'll also see the conclusion of Ka-Zar's
1940s jungle adventures; the debut of the whimsical Jimmy
Jupiter; and the eerie Vison's avenging hand. COLLECTING:
MARVEL MYSTERY COMICS 25-28
The story behind the creation of one of the most
celebrated, revolutionary animated series of all time XMen: The Art and Making of the Animated Series takes fans
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behind the scenes of the landmark cartoon that laid the
groundwork for the dozens of Marvel Comics adaptations that
followed. Interviews with series writers, producers,
executives, and artists reveal the razor's edge that Marvel
and Fox navigated in order to bring the X-Men to
television, and detail the tough decisions, compromises,
and brilliant solutions that resulted in a series that has
been lauded by critics and fans for nearly three decades.
Along the way, readers will encounter such comics and
entertainment luminaries as Stan Lee, Avi Arad, and Haim
Saban. This book gives a ﬁrsthand account of what it's like
to develop, pitch, design, write, draw, direct, and produce
an animated series, accompanied by rare original art,
animated cels and still frames, and production and
merchandising ephemera.
Marvel Masterworks: Golden Age All-Winners 75 Years of Marvel Comics
Choke Gasp! the Best of 75 Years of EC Comics
Golden Age Human Torch - Volume 2
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Marvel Masterworks
The Fantastic Four Volume 1 (New Printing)
Golden Age Marvel Comics Omnibus Vol. 2
Golden Age Marvel Comics True believers, thrill to pulsating pin-ups by some of the greatist comic
artists of all time! Jack Kirby, "Sturdy" Steve Ditko, Jim Steranko, Don
Heck, John Byrne, Barry Windsor-Smith, John Severin, Wally Wood, Dan
Decarlo, John Romita, and many more! As part of the tremendous fun of
Silver Age comics, artists created pin-ups of the most popular Marvel
heroes and villains! Now the greatest of those works of art are gathered
for the first time in a beautiful large-format hardback book! Included are
rare examples of original art of The Thing, Spider-Man, and Dr. Strange.
An incredible artbook showcasing Spidey, Thor, Iron Man, Captain
America, The Avengers, Nick Fury, Daredevil, Millie the Model (!), and
the ever lovin' blue-eyed Thing--and many marvelous more! Witty
wordage, pulse-pounding patter, and zany zingers by Stan "The Man"
Lee!
In celebration of 65 years in comic book publishing the House of Ideas is
proud to present the first four issues of the comic series that launched
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Marvel Comics. This monumental hardcover volume re-masters and
restores these first four historic issues and collects them for the first
time. Return to the Golden Age of comics with the original tales of SubMariner, the Human Torch, the Angel, and Ka-Zar.
When Captain America says, "Report for Marvel Masterworks duty!"
you'd better snap to attention, soldier! You've been called up for a
serving of the first Avenger's Golden Age adventures. Illustrated by
breakout talent Syd Shores and a cadre of titans of the Timely era, each
tale explodes off the page with panel-bursting action and excitement.
From the Reaper and the Creeper to the Cobra Ring of Death and
vampire killers, Cap and Bucky's wartime exploits are collected here for
the first time. With backup stories featuring the Human Torch and the
Secret Stamp, every giant 64-page issue is a package that's worth its
weight in the Golden Age. Collecting CAPTAIN AMERICA COMICS
(1941) #21-24.
Guided by the hand of one of the Golden Age's greatest talents, Bill
Everett, in 1941 the Sub-Mariner leapt from the pages of Marvel Comics
into his very own series-and you can read it all here in the Marvel
Masterworks! Comics' fi rst anti-hero, the tempestuous halfPage 16/17
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Atlantean/half-human Prince Namor strode from panel to panel with an
unbridled energy that made his series unlike any other. He'd just as
readily wrestle with U-Boats and great whites as the heroic Human
Torch and the NYPD. COLLECTING: SUB-MARINER COMICS 1-4
Golden Age Captain America Marvel Masterworks: Golden Age Marvel Comics Golden Age Sub-Mariner The Avengers Golden Age All Winners - Volume 1
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